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REPORT ON MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

ANKENO MINES LIMITED 

MAHITOUWAPQE AREA. ONTARIO

Introduction;

During the month of April, 1954, a Magnetometer Survey was 

conducted on the property of Ankeno Mines Limited in the Manitou 

wadge Area of Ontario. The location of the property Is shown on 

the key map on the plan of the Magnetometer Survey attached to this 

Report.

An aerial magnetometer survey showed that the Geco ore body is 

associated with a magnetic high anomaly and suggested that a 

magnetometer survey was warranted in this case.

Despite the deep mantle of snow which covered the ground, 

sufficient rock was exposed along cliff faces and on high outcrops 

to indicate that in all possibility a large part of the underlying 

rock on the property la granite.

Several moderate magnetic anomalies shown on the

represent more bale phases in the granite Itself.
t,
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Property flirv^ Access* l ~

The property of Ankeno Mines Limited which was cove i 

this survey, consists of eighteen unpatented claims numbered aa 

follows:

TB.49711 to TB.49719 inclusive and TB.4997S to TB.499S6



inclusive. They are situated about one and a half miles south of

MeKergow's base line at mileage 71 to 72.
i

A gravel road built by the Marathon Pulp and Paper Company, 

j and connected to Stevens on the Canadian National Railway, passes
i

j about two miles east of the group. This road will probably be
i
Joined to Number 11 Highway this year.

! Arrangements for transportation from Stevens are made with the

j Marathon Pulp and Paper Company.
l
General Geology:

i

Ontario Geological Map Number Hi.J. covers the known geology 

j of the area. As shown on this map, a band of greenstone approx 

imately two miles in width, extends west from Wowan Lake for about
i

ten miles. A large part of the area has not been maoped. It is 

i now known that there are areas of greenstone in the unmapped 

sections.

! Aerial photographs hare indicated that there is a major fold
i
j structure which is to some extent corroborated by a magnetic anomal;r

which follows the outline of this fold.

The Geco ore body is situated on the south limb of this fold 

near the granite contact. The Lum Echo is situated on the nose of 

the fold. A number of prominent li ne at Ions are Indlcated^Ts^aVx 

of which probably are faults. The Geco ore body is associated \ 

with a north-south fault.

Economic Geology.   ^
CE c* f.S

The Important mineral deposit in the area is, of courfc*r~the



Oeco Mine*. This will rank as one of the major copper depot its in 

Canada, having indicated 10,000,000 tons by diamond drilling. 

Important values in zinc and silver are also present in this ore 

body.

The Wllroy and Lun Echo are obtaining significant base metal 

values in their current drilling. Copper mineralisation has been 

found on the Grandines property, about three and a half miles north 

east of Ankeno Mines.

Picket lines were cut at 300 foot intervals north and south 

from an east-west base line, as shown on the accompanying plan. 

Pickets were placed at 100 foot intervals along these lines, and 

magnetometer readings were taken at each picket. The instrument 

used was Type A-2 manufactured by Sharpe Instruments Limited.

The values shown on the accompanying map were obtained by 

assigning an arbitrary value of 600 gammas at the base station 

shown on the plan, and after making diurnal corrections,^'

The 70O gamma and 4OO gamma contours are shown, j 

mclusio

Although the ground was covered by a mantle of snow, granite 

outcrops were observed at a number of places on the property, along 

cliff faces and at high outcrops exposed to the wind. These 

outcrops were all granite, and indicate that the underlying rock 

is predominately granite.



The variations in magnetic readings are probably due to local 

variations in the granite itself.

A limited amount of surface prospecting to investigate the 

magnetic highs shown in the JQQ gamma contour areas, should be 

undertaken. This work would be inexpensive and would soon determine 

if there was sulphide mineralization associated with these anomalies 

It is probable that considerable parts of the anomalous areas contalr 

rock outcrops.

l 3 . Waisberg, M.A.So.,
,/ ' Professional Engineer,

/' Toronto, Ontario.



SURVEY DATA

Picket Lines

Tie Lines

HuBber of Stations

17.7 Biles 

lA Biles

Tn int Used*

Sharpe Type A-2 MagnetOBeter having a sensitivity 
of 28.6 gsjuaas per soale division.

Personnel:

Instruaent Operator 3. Valebcrg, M.A.So., 
1300 Concourse Building, 
100 Adelaide Street West, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Assistant - Ralph Crotean,
52 Criohton Street,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Line Cutters - Toa Waroose, Long Lao, Ontario. 
Dave Echum, Long Lao, Ontario. 
Mike Tona, Long Lao, Ontario. 
Ignace Mugady, Long Lao, Ontario,
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